Tennessee Parent poll results:
Masks & COVID-19 Vaccines
Parents were polled in the Fall of 2021

Nearly half of children’s schools don’t have a mask mandate in place.

- 47% no mask mandate
- 53% mask mandate

Over 2/3 of parents send their children to school wearing a mask.

- 67% mask at school
- 33% don’t mask at school

Over half of parents agree that children are safer in schools if personnel are masked.

- 54% agree children safer if personnel masked
- 23% disagree children safer if personnel masked
- 23% indifferent

Parents are split on whether schools should require the COVID-19 vaccine for teachers and staff.

- 40% disagree with vaccine requirement
- 40% agree with vaccine requirement
- 20% indifferent

For more information, visit www.childpolicy.org/poll

Thank you to TN Parent Leadership Collaborative, part of Nurture the Next, for their contributions to the poll. Supported in part by the Boedecker Foundation.